OWL AND FLOWER BELT
S = 92-104 cm
M = 110-122 cm
L = 128-140 cm
MATERIALS
- 5 cm solid-colored (design A) or printed cotton poplin (design B)
- 6 cm corduroy
- 11 cm interfacing,Vlieseline G 700
- pinless belt buckle or 2 D-rings, belt width 30 mm
For print, design A:
- fabric paint, Gütermann
- scalpel or small sharp scissors
- plastic sheeting (e.g. plastic pocket) for template
- spray adhesive, Gold-Zack
- painter’s tape
- disposable plate and spoon
- piece of sponge

PATTERN PIECES

1 outer belt panel*
2 inner belt panel*
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1
1
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2

CUTTING
Cut outer belt panel from cotton poplin and inner belt panel from
corduroy as indicated on list of pattern pieces. *Pattern pieces include
all seam allowances! Cut interfacings for both belt panels without seam
allowances.
SEWING
Seams and hems: Stitch seams with straight stitch and topstitch
them close to edge.
PRINT, design A
Select a series of three owls on pattern sheet. Start printing at one
end of belt and make sure to place template in the next area to be
printed so that owls are evenly spaced.
1. Trace motif from pattern sheet on plastic sheeting and cut shaded
parts of motif out.
2. Spray adhesive on wrong side of template and bond template to
outer belt panel. Secure edges of template in place with painter’s tape
and cover rest of belt panel to protect it from paint splashes.
3. Pour a small amount of paint on disposable plate and dab sponge in
it so that paint gets evenly distributed on sponge.
4. Dab a small amount of paint at a time in openings on template with
sponge.
5. Allow print to dry properly and fix it to fabric by pressing, following
directions on paint container.
Experiment printing on a scrap of fabric before starting!
Preparation: Fuse interfacings to both belt panels. Turn and press 1
cm seam allowance on one long edge of each belt panel to wrong side.
Joining: Pin straight long edges of belt panels together, right sides
facing, and stitch them together; stop stitching 4 cm before end of belt.
Pin belt panels together, wrong sides facing, so that a couple of millimeters
of inner belt panel show on both edges of belt on right side. Turn and
pin seam allowances at one end of belt in; the other end is left open.
Topstitch belt panels together all around close to edge of outer belt
panel (the one with print).
Finish raw end of belt and thread it through D-rings or belt buckle.
Fold end of belt back against inner belt panel and stitch it in place as
close to buckle as possible.
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